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Case No. U-16566

EXCEPTIONS OF ENERGY MICHIGAN, INC.
I. Introduction and Summary of Exceptions

A.

Introduction.

On February 3, 2012, Administrative Law Judge, Dennis W. Mack ("ALJ") issued a Notice of
Proposal For Decision in this matter ("PFD"). The ALJ provided that Exceptions to the PFD, if
any, must be filed on or before February 24, 2012 and Replies thereto may be filed on or before
March 9, 2012. These Exceptions filed by Varnum on behalf of Energy Michigan, Inc. ("Energy
Michigan") respond to issues decided in the PFD. Failure to respond to other issues or positions
recommended in the PFD should not be construed as agreement with those issues or positions.

B.

Summary of Exceptions.

Exception #1. There is no objective evidence showing that ROA migration causes net
harm to full service customers.

The ALJ proposed to charge ROA customers a Pilot Revenue Decoupling Mechanism
("PRDM") for lost power supply revenue, largely based on the undocumented assumption
that migration to ROA service causes financial harm to full service customers.
1

Energy Michigan Witness Alex Zakem produced Testimony and detailed numerical
analysis, using Consumers Energy’s own PSCR numbers, showing that PSCR savings
resulting from ROA migration (lowered power purchases, reduced purchases of
renewables, line losses and sales of excess power) would offset proposed PRDM charges
which recover lost non-fuel revenue resulting from Choice migration. Consumers Energy
did not offer substantive rebuttal to Mr. Zakem's Testimony and Exhibits. Rather, a
Consumers witness merely opined that it was unlikely that PSCR savings would offset
PRDM charges reflecting lost revenue.

Because ROA customers do not participate in PSCR savings, it would be inequitable (and
illegal) to charge them for lost PRDM revenue but fail to credit them with PSCR savings.
Thus the entire foundation for the PFD approach of charging ROA customers for lost
non-fuel power supply revenue has been shown to be unsubstantiated and inaccurate.

Exception #2. The PFD failed to adopt a PRDM allocation method that would charge
ROA customers only for lost distribution revenue.

The PFD proposed to charge ROA customers for lost power supply revenue (and lost
distribution revenue) largely based on the assumption that ROA customers benefit from
Consumers' power supply and therefore should bear a portion of power supply costs.

As noted in Exception #1 above there is no proof whatsoever that full service customers
suffer a net revenue loss when PRDM charges are netted against PSCR savings. Because
ROA customers do not participate in the PSCR they would be forced to pay Consumers
PRDM lost power supply revenue charges but not participate in the PSCR offset of
savings. That would be illegal and unfair.

The ALJ has also failed to demonstrate that ROA customers actually use Consumers'
power supply resources – instead relying on mere opinion which is unsupported by a
substantiated allocation of such costs.
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The conclusion of the ALJ that separate PRDM adjustments for full service and ROA
service (splitting power supply and distribution) would be "unnecessarily complicated" is
demonstrably false as demonstrated by the Testimony of MPSC Staff which supported
separate power and distribution charges with only distribution charges being allocated to
ROA service. Moreover, the Attorney General not only proposed the same outcome as
the Staff (separate power and distribution charges) but literally provided the calculation
methodology and resulting specific surcharges necessary to implement the proposal. Note
that both of the referenced MPSC Staff and Attorney General proposals for separate
power supply and distribution charges were designed to work within the framework of
the APU or Average Use methodology adopted by the ALJ.

In conclusion, the proposal of the ALJ to levy PRDM power supply costs on ROA
customers ignores the fact that ROA customers do not participate in the PSCR savings
that offset these costs to full service customers. The PFD also ignores the fact that ROA
customers do not use and have not been specifically allocated power supply costs.
Finally, testimony and exhibits placed on the record by MPSC Staff and the Attorney
General demonstrate that it would be technically feasible to implement separate power
supply and distribution PRDM charges using the Average Per Customer Use
methodology adopted by the ALJ.

II. Energy Michigan Exception #1:
There Is No Objective Evidence Of Record To Support The Conclusion
That Customer Migration to ROA Service Has Caused
Net Harm To Full Service Customers
A.

The PFD.

The ALJ concludes that the purpose of the PRDM is to "mitigate the loss of non-fuel revenues,
including those attributable to Choice migration." PFD, p. 24. The ALJ goes on to find that
Retail Open Access ("ROA") customers should pay the same amount as full service customers
for lost or reduced power supply fixed cost revenues caused by Choice migration. Id, p. 27-28.
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The foundation of the ALJ's proposal to charge ROA customers for power supply services,
therefore, rests upon an assumption that Choice migration has caused an economic detriment or
loss to full service customers. Only after making this finding does the ALJ recommend that
ROA customers share in contributing to this alleged revenue shortage based on the theory that
ROA customers are benefited by Consumers Energy power supply services. Id.

B.

Energy Michigan Exception #1: There Is No Objective Evidence Of Record To Support

The Conclusion That Customer Migration to ROA Service Has Caused Net Harm To Full
Service Customers.

The Testimony of Energy Michigan Witness Alexander J. Zakem demonstrated that the net
impact of ROA migration on full service customers due to alleged unrecovered production costs
is, if anything, very small. Mr. Zakem's Testimony and numerical support which is summarized
below was not discussed in the PFD and has not been substantively refuted by any witness on the
record including the rebuttal witnesses of Consumers Energy.

Following is a summary of Mr. Zakem's Testimony.

1.

Choice Migration Produces Both Lost Revenue And Increased PSCR Savings Applicable
To Full Service Customers.

It is true that Consumers Energy non-fuel power supply revenue decreases due to the reduced
full service sales caused by migration of full service customers to ROA service.

However, it is equally true that Consumers and/or its full service customers experience PSCR
savings due to reduced purchases of expensive sources of power, reduced use of fuel and reduced
purchases of renewable resources that are required to comprise 10% of all sales. PSCR savings
due to avoided line losses and transmission costs are also available to full service customers. In
the alternative, Consumers can choose to continue generating at existing levels and produce
offsetting revenue by selling excess power into wholesale markets. Zakem Direct, Tr 119-20.
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These savings or additional revenues are calculated in the PSCR process and are used to reduce
PSCR costs to only full service customers not for Choice customers. Therefore the adverse
impacts of a loss of revenue due to ROA migration are addressed in the PRDM process and
offsetting savings to full service customers occur in the separate PSCR process. But the net
effect on the full service customer is what counts, and Mr. Zakem has proven – using
Consumers’ own PSCR numbers – that that effect is, if anything, very small. Id. See attached
Exhibits EM-2 and EM-3.

Mr. Zakem also demonstrated how these savings occur. Mr. Zakem showed that in the case of
Consumers Energy, savings are achieved by the sale of excess power supply into the market
accompanied by savings on transmission expense, line losses, etc. Id.

2.

The Impact of PSCR Savings is Limited to Full Service Customers.

Mr. Zakem's Exhibit EM-2 summarizes these results in a scenario applicable to Consumers
Energy where excess power supply is sold into the wholesale market at prices projected by
Consumers Energy in its 2011 PSCR plan U-16432. These wholesale revenues plus transmission
and line loss savings produce PSCR revenue or savings which exceed the loss of the fixed cost
revenues associated with migrating ROA service load. Exhibit EM-2.

Thus, using data supplied by Consumers Energy Mr. Zakem demonstrated that the impact of
ROA migration when the loss of fixed cost revenues are netted against PSCR savings is very
small, if anything. Indeed in the example produced by Mr. Zakem there was a very small net
advantage to Consumers and its customers.

Exhibit EM-3 illustrates how both the PRDM and PSCR mechanisms act together such that full
service customers get the net effect of both a PRDM surcharge and a PSCR refund from
customer transfers to ROA service. Therefore as a result of Consumers Energy's proposal to
apply the same PRDM power surcharge to both full service and ROA customers in a rate class,
full service customers will see virtually no change in the net amount of what they pay because
the PSCR savings will offset the PRDM surcharge. However under the PFD PRDM proposal,
5

ROA customers receiving no PSCR savings would be assessed the full amount of the PRDM
surcharge including recovery of power supply revenue shortfalls.

Thus, ROA customers who do not take power supply service and are not included in PSCR
proceedings do not receive benefits from reduced PSCR costs and should not be assessed any
portion of a shortfall in power supply revenues.

3.

There Was No Substantive Rebuttal To Mr. Zakem.

Mr. Zakem's conclusions and underlying data were not challenged by Consumers Energy except
for a statement by Rebuttal Witness Clifford that, "It is highly unlikely that the amount of
variable fuel savings and revenues from the increased ability to sell power into the wholesale
market are sufficient to offset the negative impact on remaining full service customers when
other customers switch to ROA." Tr 195.

This is the entire Consumers Energy rebuttal of Mr. Zakem's detailed numerical analysis as
described above. Thus, Consumers has failed to present credible, objective evidence rebutting
Mr. Zakem's conclusion that full service customers have not suffered net harm due to ROA
migration when PSCR savings are netted against PRDM revenue losses. It follows from this fact
that there is no substantial evidence to support a PRDM power supply charge assessment to ROA
customers since it has not been proven that full service customers experience net costs due to
ROA migration.

III. Exception #2:
The PFD Failed To Adopt A PRDM Allocation Method That
Incorporates Separate Adjustments For Power Supply, Applicable Only
To Full Service Customers And Distribution Applicable To Both
Full Service And ROA Customers
A.

The PFD.
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The PFD adopted the Consumers Energy PRDM proposal which determines the changes in use
per customer for non-fuel revenue related to both power supply and distribution and allocates
these alleged revenue shortfalls to the following three rate classes: 1) residential; 2) combined
ROA and full service secondary voltage; and 3) combined ROA and full service primary voltage.
PFD, p. 24. The ALJ rejected alternate rate groupings recommended by Energy Michigan, the
MPSC Staff and the Attorney General which allocated only revenue losses or gains from
distribution changes in use to ROA primary and ROA secondary customers while allocating both
power supply and distribution changes in revenue to full service residential, secondary and
primary voltage customers. PFD, p. 26-28.

The ALJ justified his proposal to assess ROA customers for power supply related costs on the
following grounds:

1.

There would be a net revenue loss if reduced power supply revenues are not
recovered from ROA customers. PFD, p. 26.

2.

ROA customers use Consumers as a Provider of Last Resort ("POLR") and
Consumers' regional generating capacity is a "necessary predicate" of ROA
service. PFD, p. 27.

3.

ROA customers are in a customer class, i.e. secondary or primary which is subject
to the 50-25-25 allocation of production related and transmission costs proposed
by Consumers Energy. Therefore, assessment of charges for these services to
ROA customers does not violate MCL 460.11(1) (e.g. prohibition of rates that are
not cost based).

4.

Separate PRDM adjustments for full service and ROA requires the formulation
and application of a proration formula which would be "unnecessarily
complicated" and is inconsistent with the tradition approach to ratemaking. PFD,
p. 27.
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B.

Energy Michigan Exception #2: The PFD Failed To Adopt A PRDM Allocation Method

That Incorporates Separate Adjustments For Power Supply, Applicable Only To Full Service
Customers And Distribution Applicable To Both Full Service And ROA Customers.

1.

There is no credible evidence proving that ROA migration causes a net revenue

loss to full service customers.

ROA Customers Already Pay Substantial Power Supply Costs
ROA customers who do not use power supply services nonetheless are required to pay
2.1 mills/kWh for stranded costs found by the Commission prior to the passage of PA
286 in October 2008. Full service customers pay only .9 mill/kWh. See attached
Consumers tariff sheet D-5.00. ROA customers also pay securitization charges currently
assessed at a level of 2.12 mills/kWh for production related costs despite the fact that
ROA customers do not use production facilities. See attached Consumers tariff sheet D3.00.

Thus ROA customers currently pay over 4 mills/kWh (almost 5% of an industrial
customer power bill) for costs of production facilities which they do not use. This
revenue which offsets production costs is clearly a net benefit to full service customers.

PSCR Savings from Choice Migration Offsets PRDM Costs For Full Service Customers
Energy Michigan Testimony presented by Alex Zakem has demonstrated conclusively
that the net impact of ROA migration on full service customers due to alleged
unrecovered production costs is, if anything, very small. See Exception #1 above and
attached Exhibits EM-2 and EM-3.

The entire rebuttal of Consumers Energy to the detailed and persuasive Testimony of Mr.
Zakem summarized in Exception #1 was the following comment presented by Consumers
Energy Rebuttal Witness Philip Clifford: "It is highly unlikely that the amount of variable
fuel savings and revenues from the increased ability to sell power into the wholesale
8

market are sufficient to offset the negative impact on the remaining full service customers
when other customers switch to ROA." Clifford Rebuttal Testimony, Tr 195.

Mr. Clifford failed to provide any meaningful rebuttal to Mr. Zakem's conclusion that
ROA migration does not produce a negative impact on full service customers when both
PSCR savings and PRDM costs are netted out.

Because ROA customers do not

participate in the PSCR production cost savings, it would be grossly unfair to assess them
the PRDM costs for lost production cost revenues. Also, the entire equitable argument of
Consumers and the ALJ that ROA customers must pay power costs because full service
customers are burdened by Choice migration has been effectively demolished. Without
credible Rebuttal of Mr. Zakem's Testimony, the conclusions presented by Mr. Zakem
that the net impact of Choice on full service customers is, if anything, very small must
stand and thus the entire foundation of the PFD for charging power supply costs to ROA
customers is destroyed.

2.

There is no proof that Consumers has incurred costs to act as a POLR or that

Consumers regional generating capacity is essential to the existence of ROA service.
PFD, p. 27.

As will be more fully discussed below, ROA customers are not allocated any power
supply costs because their use characteristics of power supply service are zero. There is
no allocation of POLR service cost to ROA customers because in fact Consumers has
not demonstrated that such a cost of service exists. Zakem, 2 Tr 118-19. Absent an
allocation of cost or legal support for their contentions in the form of law or Commission
Order, Consumers' assertions that ROA customers must pay for POLR service are
unsupported and thus must be rejected.

The same arguments apply to the unsubstantiated observation of the ALJ that somehow
Consumers Energy generation is a "predicate" for ROA service. This statement reflects a
complete lack of understanding regarding the role and function of the Midwest
Independent System Operator ("MISO") which dispatches all generation within the
9

region, compensates the owners of that generation for use of their generating equipment.
and charges retail suppliers for power supply services provided to their customers. MISO
provides power supply services to all load, and the retail Load Serving Entity – whether
traditional utility or AES -- pays MISO for power supply services to its customers. If a
supplier also owns and operates generation, then MISO pays that supplier. Therefore,
ROA customers are already paying for power supply services through their AESs to
MISO. They do not owe anything to Consumers Energy for power supply services.

The MISO Market structure has been in place since 2005 and is commonly known.
There is no provision in the MISO regulations which would allow a utility to withhold a
portion of its generation fleet to act as "Provider of Last Resort" for ROA service. See
Testimony of Alex Zakem in Case U-16472, 8 Tr 1296. Rather, Consumers Energy is
compensated by MISO for operating their generation fleet when economical.

AES

providers must contract for power supplies which operate independently from the
Consumers Energy system. Id., 1297-98. There is no evidence of record to support the
assumptions of the ALJ on this point.

3.

No allocation of power supply services to ROA customers is allowed under MCL

460.11(1) or any other lawful requirement.

Energy Michigan Witness Zakem directly answered the question:

Would ROA

customers be allocated any power supply costs under cost of service provisions in PA
286? Mr. Zakem responded:

No, they would not. PA 286 requires a “50-25-25” allocation method
for “production-related and transmission costs.” The “50-25-25”
method allocates 50% of the costs in question according to the
customer class’s proportional contribution to the average of the 12
monthly utility peaks in a given year; it allocates 25% of the costs
according to the energy provided by the utility and used by the
customer class during the Midwest ISO on-peak hours for the given
year; and it allocates the remaining 25% of the costs according to the
energy provided by the utility and used in total by the customer class
in the given year. Zakem, Tr 121.
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Under the “50-25-25” method required by PA 286, ROA customers
would not be allocated any of the utility’s production related or
transmission costs. The reason for this is straightforward: ROA
customers do not take energy from the utility. Therefore, (a) they do
not contribute to the utility’s monthly peaks; (b) they do not take
utility energy during the Midwest ISO’s on-peak hours; and (c) they
do not take utility energy at any time. Id.
Consequently, if the intent of PA 286 § 11(1) is for all customer classes, including ROA
customer classes, to pay rates equal to the cost of providing service to the respective
classes, then the rates ROA customers pay should not include any production related or
transmission costs. For a more thorough discussion of this issue see Energy Michigan
Initial Brief, p. 11-14.

4.

Proposals of the MPSC Staff and the Attorney General show that use of separate

power and distribution adjustments does not require a proration formula or customer by
customer ratemaking.

It is simply not true that use of separate PRDM adjustments for power supply and
distribution with only distribution billed to ROA customers would require customer by
customer ratemaking or other complicated techniques.

The MPSC Staff (which preferred the actual exposure method of calculating fixed
revenue loss) has stated that separate power supply and distribution calculations can be
used as part of the Average Use Per Customer ("APU") method adopted in the PFD.
While reiterating that use of the Consumers APU method presents a high likelihood of
unjust and unreasonable rates, Staff has stated that if the APU method is used, the
calculation should be carried out for distribution and power supply separately, as argued
by Energy Michigan and the Attorney General in their Initial Briefs. Staff Reply Brief, p.
16. Staff further urged that, "Any surcharges negative or positive resulting from the
distribution portion of the calculation should be applied to both full service and Choice
customers. Any surcharges negative or positive resulting from the power supply portion
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of the calculation should be applied to full service customers only." Id, p. 16-17. Staff is
quite clear that if the APU method is approved, separate distribution and power supply
charges should be utilized with only distribution charges applied to ROA customers. Id.

The Attorney General went a step further than Staff by not only recommending separate
power supply and distribution PRDM charges but also providing a calculation of the
specific charges that would be used in conjunction with the APU methodology. The
Attorney General's Brief at page 10 through 12 sets forth the Testimony of Attorney
General Witness Coppola supporting use of separate power supply and distribution
charges – billing only distribution to ROA customers. Moreover, Mr. Coppola presented
Exhibits AG-4 and AG-5 which calculate specific PRDM charges under an APU
framework for secondary bundled service, secondary ROA service, primary bundled
service and primary ROA service.

See attached Exhibits AG-4 and AG-5.

The

Testimony and Exhibits of Attorney General Witness Coppola conclusively demonstrate
that it is relatively simple to combine separate power supply and distribution PRDM
surcharges – billing only the distribution surcharges to ROA customers with the overall
APU method ultimately adopted in the PFD. The ALJ's assertions to the contrary are
lacking in credibility given the existence of Mr. Coppola's Testimony and evidence which
were not rebutted successfully.

5.

The Consumers proposal to surcharge or credit ROA customers for power costs is

inconsistent with Commission precedent.

The Commission recently considered a similar if not identical fact situation in Case U16472 regarding implementation of a Revenue Decoupling Mechanism for Detroit
Edison. In that case, MPSC Staff proposed an RDM similar to that proposed by Staff in
this case which would calculate the RDM surcharges/credits assessable to ROA
customers which only cover distribution costs.

Power supply revenue shortfalls or

surpluses related to non-fuel power costs would not be assessed to ROA customers.
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In the Opinion and Order of the Commission ruling on the Detroit Edison RDM, the
Commission specifically stated,

For full service customers, revenues reflected in the [RDM charge]
calculation are equal to total class revenue less the customer charge,
fuel and purchase power, and other surcharges. For Retail Open
Access customers, revenues reflected in the [RDM charge] calculation
are equal to total rate class revenue less customer charge revenue and
other surcharges and shall not include revenue shortfalls in non-fuel
power costs. Opinion and Order of the Commission, October 20,
2011, U-16472, p. 87 (emphasis supplied).
Thus, recent Commission precedent on this issue has very clearly stated that ROA
customers should not be assessed RDM surcharges/credits related to power costs.
IV. Conclusion and Prayer for Relief

WHEREFORE, Energy Michigan respectfully requests that the Commission specifically find
that

1.

The record of this matter contains no proof that ROA customer migration causes a net

negative effect on full service customers; and

2.

Any method of assessing PRDM charges should utilize separate distribution and power

supply PRDM charges with only PRDM distribution charges applicable to ROA service.

Respectfully submitted,

Varnum, LLP
Digitally signed by Eric J.
Attorneys for Energy Michigan,
Inc.
Schneidewind

February 2, 2012

Eric J.
Schneidewind

DN: cn=Eric J. Schneidewind, o, ou,
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Date: 2012.02.24 14:08:05 -05'00'

By: ___________________________________________
Eric J. Schneidewind (P20037)
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201 N. Washington Square
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517/482-6237
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Estimated Net Change in Revenue:
Revenue Reduction vs. Savings
Due To
Electric Choice

Case No: U-16566
Exhibit: EM-2 (AJZ-2)
Page:
1 of 1

A. Calculation of Net Change
I. Decrease in Power Supply Revenues 1

B. Illustration of Net Change

a Decrease at Average Consumers Energy Rate Design
a.
Power Supply Revenues: Secondary + Primary – E-1:
Design revenues
Design sales (MWh)
Average reduction ($/MWh)

$1,488,945,000
20,313,935
- $ 73.30
=====

2
II PSCR S
II.
Savings
i

Net Change in Revenue
@ CE Design Rates U-16191
& PSCR Plan U-16432
Net ~ $ 0
~$0

a. Increase in Wholesale Sales at Average Sale Price:
Total revenues
Total sales (MWh)
Average
ve age increase
inc ease ($/
($/MWh)
Wh)

$39,140,000
642,414
$60.93

b. Transmission Savings:
Net transmission expense
System requirements (MWh)
Average savings ($/MWh)

$242,920,285
36,573,385

c. Total Average Savings = a + b

$67.57

d. x Line Loss Savings

x 1.086

e. Total PSCR Average Savings ($/MWh)
III. Net Change in Revenue
1.
2.

$6.64

+ $ 73.38
=====
~ $0

Source: CE U-16191 Order, 4Nov2010: Attachment A, Schedule F-2.
Source: CE U-16432 PSCR Plan for 2011: Exhibit A-1; Exhibit A-14, pages 2 & 3.

Power Supply
Revenue Decrease
Per MWh
- $ 73.30
73 30
=====

PSCR
Savings Increase
Per MWh
+ $ 73.38
73 38
=====

Netting Method:
Power Supply Cost Recovery
and Pilot Revenue Decoupling Mechanism

I. PSCR Savings & PRDM Surcharge
Are Netted Via Two Proceedings

Case No: U-16566
Exhibit: EM-3 (AJZ-3)
Page:
1 of 1

II. PSCR Base is the Intermediate Benchmark
for Adjustments in the Two Proceedings
A. PSCR Refund = Incremental Savings - PSCR Base $

UTILITY
B PRDM Surcharge = Power Supply Tariff Revenues - PSCR Base $
B.
PRDM
Surcharge $

PRDM
Adjustment

PSCR
Proceeding
PSCR
Refund $

C. Net paid by Full Service Customers = B – A
= Tariff Rev - PSCR Base - (Incremental Savings - PSCR Base)
= Tariff Rev - PSCR Base - Incremental Savings + PSCR Base
= Tariff Rev - Incremental Savings
~ 0 ~ very small for year 2011

Full
Service
Customers
Customers receive:
Customers pay:
$

PSCR Refund $
PRDM Surcharge

Conclusion:
• The effect on remaining full service customers
of migration to Electric Choice depends on
the difference between Power Supply
tariff revenues and incremental PSCR savings.
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